
Project 6: Introduction to GoPiGo ME84 Spring 2018 
Documentation (description, images, video, code, etc) due to website by Wed (3/7) at 9pm 
 
Project Description: We are transitioning to the GoPiGo Raspberry Pi robotic platform by             
Dexter Industries. This introduction project explores the default outputs (onboard LEDs and            
provided motors) as well as additional inputs (Seed’s Grove Sensors) and outputs (Servo             
Motors) that can be plugged into the GoPiGo board. This is not a robotic “construction” project,                
but more of a “double check everything is working with the GoPiGo system” project. 
 
Hardware and Software: Your project should use Dexter Industries GoPiGo base set, a             
Raspberry Pi 3B, Grove Sensors, and Servo (standard and continuous) motors. You will also be               
provided an ME84 Robotics Kit with other additional components (powerpack, webcam, LCD            
screen, and many building structures). You will program using Python through the web IDE. 
 
Challenge 1: Default GoPiGo Functionality 
Use the GoPiGo (and the web-based Python programming IDE) to access default GoPiGo             
functionality. Write some simple code that turns on/off LEDs and runs the GoPiGo motors. 
Challenge 2: Additional Inputs and Outputs 
Build on Challenge 1 by connecting external sensors (e.g. Seed’s Grove Sensors) and actuators              
(e.g. servo motors). Create a simple project that demonstrates a connection between the two              
(e.g. button driving standard servo to a series of specific positions, or dynamic speed of               
continuous servo controlled by ultrasonic sensor). 
Bonus Challenge: GoPiGo Interacting with LEGO MINDSTORMS 
Can you get the inputs and/or outputs connected to the GoPiGo to interact with the inputs                
and/or outputs of the LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3? Half-point for physical interactions (e.g. light             
sensor detecting LEDs) and full bonus point for virtual connection (via “Device” command and              
wireless/WiFi communication between two platforms). 
 
Grading Rubric: 
Document your robot (write up a description, take a short video explaining the explaining the               
construction of the robot and demonstrating the ability to complete the challenges, include             
images of overall structure and connection of sensors/etc, and include all your code). Submit              
your documentation to the class website by Wednesday (3/7) at 9pm. 
 
Total: 10 points 
Code (2 points): Is proper, commented code submitted for challenges? Appear to be correct? 

Challenge 1 (2 points): 
● Is the GoPiGo working, and are the challenge objectives met (LED/motor outputs)? 

Challenge 2 (3 points): 

● Is the GoPiGo wired to external components (inputs, outputs), and objectives met? 
Bonus Challenge (+½ or 1 point): Did the group create interaction between GoPiGo and EV3? 
Documentation (3 points): Is the write-up complete, clear, and accurately describe the work? 
 


